
KODAK DIGITAL IMAGING STRATEGY

The assignment aims to analyze the Kodak's digital imaging strategy critically, the reason behind its failure, and
identifying alternative.

That left Kodak leadership with a big decision. The business seeks success should keep a critical eye on the
changing market and respond the to changing needs more vigilantly. Canon and Sony had already made huge
leaps in the sector, and Kodak had some major ground to cover. The problem is that, during its year window
of opportunity, Kodak did little to prepare for the later disruption. Fisher, CEO. By , however, the competition
between Fuji and Kodak seemed to slow down. The services will include walk-up workstations enabling users
to easily design and print compound documents incorporating full- color images, as well as behind-the-counter
workstations that Kinko's personnel will use to write Photo CD Portfolio II discs for customers. Five years
after the DC20, however, Kodak made its biggest push into digital cameras with its EasyShare line.
Precedences show that change and innovation in technology challenge the success of the market leaders. The
partnerships included leading hardware and software business to add competitive advantage. In fact, Kodak
made exactly the mistake that George Eastman, its founder, avoided twice before, when he gave up a
profitable dry-plate business to move to film and when he invested in color film even though it was
demonstrably inferior to black and white film which Kodak dominated. But distribution channels in the two
countries were very different. Kodak, then ventured a Niche strategy offering the product for a selected
market. Clearly those estimates were wrong and Kodak was inevitably late to the game. Therefore, the use
diversification strategy and offer customer new and innovative product, initially targeting Niche markets
Kenny,  But today there is or was, rather one saving grace. Kodak was the pioneer of the digital revolution, but
was not bale to keep pace with the changing market. Update â€” Kodak has filed for bankruptcy protection.
Was there a better alternative? In the end, some logical and rational recommendations will be presented to
regain lost success in the future. The sector would experience a slow but steady decline from then on. Kodak
held between 7 and 10 percent of the Japanese market in the mids, while Fuji had a dominant position. An
incremental approach based on building a presence by developing and offering services and product according
to technological changes and advancements. The business was unable to sustain as the competitors such as
Fuji soon imitated the cost leadership. But by , the market was crowded. Why buy a digital camera and still
pay for film and prints? Should Kodak make a huge push into digital and risk cannibalizing its still-strong core
business? We all had them: times you reached for a camera to stop life for a second, to grab a memory. The
business uses this strategy to limit the threat of substitutes. The Advantix Preview could do that because it was
a digital camera. In fact, it was the first one to identify it, but it held back as it feared to lose the lucrative film
business. Although film and cameras are far more sophisticated and versatile today, the fundamental principles
behind his inventions have not changed. In , however, Kodak signed an exclusive agreement with Costco that
left Fuji with 2. By , the digital camera market was already starting its decline. The business which lacks the
capacity to embrace change cannot succeed in the competitive world. Which brings us to today. And, it may
be. When all is said and done, pride and nostalgia brought Kodak to its knees. In , the business invested and
launched the first digital camera. Unfortunately, health imaging had been good to Kodak and the firm sold off
the business just in time to miss out on baby boomer retirement. Apparently, these two options were risky, but
it was essential to prepare the business for the future. By dominating their own market and steadily making
inroads in the U. All pointed to the conclusion that adoption of digital photography would be minimal and
non-threatening for a time.


